
Step 2:  Set high expectations and
ban cell phones schoolwide instead
of limiting them to classrooms to
prevent students from having them
out at the beginning or end of
classes, during passing periods, or
during restroom breaks. 

STEP 1
Put Student's phone

with the screen facing
the hole and USB port  
facing the opening for

access & control.

Access & Control via a
Hole or Two Openings of
the Dividing Mechanisms

STEP 2: Align the pin with
the hole & insert the pin
straight down the hole.

All teachers have a magnet for blue
pouches, but the only magnet for

orange pouches is at the Main
Office.

Step-By-Step Implementation 
Step 1:  Number and assign a Blue Safe Pouch set and one Magnet to each classroom. Start with
5 - 10  Blue Pouches per classroom. Give teachers of more challenging students with more
pouches. Number and assign Orange Safe Pouch to Admininistrators & Supervisors.

Roles of Admins/Supervisors:  They carry a few Orange
Safe Pouches and Forms to pouch up any students who
have their phones out in classrooms/ anywhere on campus.
Most importantly, administrators must enforce it when they
observe violations in any class, which is critical to
motivating that teacher and all other teachers to enforce it
daily. 

In Any Class: All teachers are
expected to let students use their
phones for education or incentives
only. Teachers pouch up students'
devices if students have them out at
any time, which will remain pouched
until a teacher releases the pin after
school. The students will return it to
the teacher after school/tomorrow.
If students improve and re-engage,
the teacher may unpouch it after
class. However, teachers must refer
defiant or repeated offenders to
Admins for Orange pouches. 

How does it reduce Tardy, Cyberbullying, Bullying, and School Fights? We know all students are
addicted to their e-device, so we can pouch up students' devices in Orange Safe Pouches for
being tardy, cyberbullying, bullying, or involving in school fights. Schools also offer other
consequences. If students fail to serve "other" consequences, they will get Orange Safe Pouches ..  

How does it re-engage and support Ds/Fs students? Teachers provide MTSS Tier 2 support by
rewarding Ds/Fs students with extra credit points if they pouch up their device daily during those
classes until their grades are higher than 70%. If students refuse, teachers will call parents.
Students without a phone may pouch up another valuable/distracting item.

Disclaimer: The information provided above does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice or warranty; instead, all
information, content, and materials are available for general informational purposes only.
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Gamify & Incentivize. Teachers reward students who come to class early and pouch up their
devices to earn Pouch Points., which are converted to extra credit points. Students who pouch
up every day would participate to win weekly prizes. There are endless ways to incentive
students to create a positive and distraction-free learning environment. 


